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repository, representative of the wider circuit of values 
and ideas on both the national and international level.
 by extension, a goal of the expert round was to ar-
rive at a workable, if not comprehensive, idea of what is 
meant when we speak about dutch fashion within the 
format of this writing. in doing so, the enquiry informed 
the research as a whole. obviously, the agglomeration 
of opinions presented here is neither exhaustive nor is 
it meant to be: the decision to approach a number of 
experts was not meant to produce a fast and hard defi-
nition of what dutch fashion is – or could be. rather, 
the aim was to develop a general understanding of:
a. a number of brand names which are considered 

typically or really dutch; 
b. an (assumed) number of defining features of 

dutch fashion;
c. possible connections between the cultural sphere, 

dutch citizenry and, by extension, how both these 
currents relate to clothing culture.

in an effort to present a set of possible criteria the se-
lection of respondents was based on experience and 
an informed view. each of them was selected for com-
petent knowledge and a longstanding history in the 
field of fashion, thus warranting a long-term perspec-
tive and critical reflection on the subject. the sample 
size was deliberately kept at a maximum of 15 in order 
to guarantee both high response quality and internal 
validity (i.e., quality of the sample).1 even though some 
respondents had their reservations about the notion of 
dutch fashion, all of them were able and prepared to 
provide a shortlist of ‘typically dutch’ fashion brands.

 the resPondents
1 han bekke director-general at Modint, the dutch 
trade organisation for fashion, interior design, carpets, 
and textiles • � charlotte bIk director ‘fashion & 
Product design’ at ArtEZ Institute of the Arts (arnhem) • 
� anne-marIe commanDeur trendwatcher; own-
er of stijlinstituut amsterdam • � matthIjs crIetee 
deputy director at Modint • 5 john De greeF fash-
ion director at Elsevier • 6 marIette hoItInk fash-
ion recruiter; owner/managing director of HTNK • 7 
lIesbeth In’t hout Partner at vof Flinterman & 
in’t Hout; former dean of Amsterdam Fashion Insti-
tute; former director of Design Academy Eindhoven • 
8 georgette konIng fashion editor/journalist • 
9 manon schaap Co-founder/Co-initiator & Cura-
tor of SALON; founder & Creative director of Manon 
Schaap Studio; associate Professor ‘fashion, image & 
Product design’ at ArtEZ Institute of the Arts (arnhem) 

1 the question what does or does not qualify as an expert is a 
critical yet hard to measure. the choices made here are the 
product of extensive debate, weighting to the interests of the 
project and its overarching goals.

10 mIchIel scheFFer, President and Ceo of Noé-
ton Policy in Innovation; professor at Saxion University 
 (enschede) • 11 josé teunIssen Professor at ArtEZ 
Institute of the Arts (arnhem); visiting professor at 
London College of Fashion; fashion curator • 1� james 
veenhoFF Partner at Fronteer Strategy; former direc-
tor of Amsterdam International Fashion Week.

5.� what Is meant by Dutch FashIon? 
 an expert vIew

what, then, is dutch about dutch fashion? or, is there 
anything specific about it at all? when this experiment 
started it was yet to be seen whether the data collection 
would yield any pertinent results. in other words, the 
research started from a point of departure that sought 
to question and problematise the notion of a dutch 
fashion identity rather than take it for granted: does 
‘dutchness’ – or an assumed dutch fashion identity, 
for that matter – relate to design-specific properties or 
to the people who wear it? or does it have to do with a 
business model or a specific market approach, or…?
 in one way or another the respondents found 
themselves confronted with such and similar concerns 
as well – with the result that some of their responses 
and accompanying texts bore testimony to the ambigu-
ous nature of the subject. Questioning how to actu-
ally define the boundaries of a dutch company, John 
de greef asked: ‘which brand is now purely dutch 
and which one is not? Can firms like C&a or viktor & 
rolf, for instance, still be considered dutch?’2 similarly, 
manon schaap challenged the notion of typically dutch 
fashion as a whole, stating that: ‘i have issues with call-
ing something typically dutch. (…) the problem is that 
i regard local fashion brands not as typically dutch. 
i’d rather treat them as individual cases, each in their 
own right’. during a personal interview (interview ePi) 
she specified this reasoning and called into question 
the actual necessity of making clear divisions between 
country-specific fashion discourses altogether. schaap 
asks: ‘how can we actually define what is dutch and 
what isn’t? does it make sense at all to draw clear lines 
between national fashion styles? (…) in the end, i be-
lieve every country has more than one look or whatever 
else, so there is no such thing as uniformity anyway.’
 taking these and similar concerns into account, 
our first point of departure can be that dutch fashion 
(and, presumably, any other national fashion narrative) 
is anything but a one-dimensional subject – and can-
not be treated as such. indeed, the question calls for 
a variety of angles, each with a different (and perhaps 

2 C&a is owned by switzerland-based holding company Cofra 
(owned by the C&a founding family brenninkmeijer). viktor & 
rolf is owned by italian superbrand diesel’s parent company 
only the brave since 2008.

5.1 IntroDuctIon

before moving on to the actual research, there is one 
question to be answered first: what does actually qual-
ify as dutch fashion in the first place? how is it distin-
guishable from other countries? what are its defining 
features?
 it is commonly known that a number of dutch 
designers work at big international corporate houses. 
lucas ossendrijver, head of menswear at lanvin, has 
substantially contributed to the brand’s success by in-
troducing some of the most critically acclaimed men’s 
collections of the past decade. similarly, wilbert das, 
creative director at diesel for almost two decades, has 
taken the brand from strength to strength in terms of 
both successful fashion designs as well as public iden-
tity. Presumably, their training in the netherlands (or 
their national identity, for that matter) has been an 
integral part of their work for their current employers. 
Perhaps, it is even the very adaptation of their national 
background to a different aesthetic vocabulary that has 
been responsible for (part of ) their success. but can 
we actually call this dutch fashion? and if so – what 
are the properties that can be referred to as dutch na-
tional fashion style?
 when we approach the question from a different 
angle we are confronted with a set of different, but no 
less challenging questions. for instance, dutch denim 
brand g-star, a trailblazer in the use of unwashed, raw 
denim cloth in the 1990s, has been a continued suc-
cess for the past two decades, with the firm’s clothes 
being retailed all across the globe. before starting to 
thrive in the mid-1990s, however, the brand had almost 
shipwrecked. in fact, it was not before french designer 
Pierre morisset took over the design department’s 
creative direction in 1991 that the company started to 
garner critical attention. here we can ask as well what 
qualities have contributed to the success and wheth-
er there is something typically dutch about it? with 
morisset in charge of the creative reigns, to what extent 
can we actually say the design is dutch? in how far do 
the company’s structure, market orientation, and mar-
keting methods inflect this view? a case in point, not 
even in the home market many people are aware that 
g-star is actually dutch.
 all these examples challenge the notion of dutch 
fashion in different ways. is ‘dutchness’ part of the de-
sign or rather of the brand mentality? is it possible to 
single out a number of brands that people do consider 
and recognise as ‘typically dutch’? if so, what are these 
assessments based on and what characteristics play a 
role?

5.� the set-up

seeking to define which elements loom large when we 
speak of dutch fashion, i set up a virtual expert panel 

and approached a number of cognoscenti in the field 
to share their view on what they consider as ‘typi-
cally dutch’ fashion (brands) and shortly explain their 
choices. twelve experts from different disciplines in the 
dutch fashion world (economists, stylists, journalists, 
recruiters, trend watchers, independent retailers, aca-
demics… see list for details below) were contacted by 
email with the request to enlist a number of fashion 
firms they regard as typically dutch. the leading ques-
tion they were asked to respond to was:
 ‘If you had to name but five brands to cover the full 

spectrum of Dutch fashion – what companies would 
you choose? Please explain each choice in one or 
two sentences.’

in methodological terms a successive two-tier strategy 
(two rounds of five questions each) was opted for, in 
order to first identify the ‘hard core’ firms (those rep-
resenting dutch fashion the best/strongest) and in the 
second assessment allow for a broader view on the 
subject. a second reason to split the question was to 
avoid overwhelming the respondents with the task of 
enlisting the full number of ten brands in one go, which 
might have discouraged some from collaborating.
 with the aim to think in terms of value attributions 
and to develop an understanding for the relays running 
back and forth between clothing-related proper and 
cultural values, the desired outcome of this experiment 
was twofold. on the one hand, i tried to gather a pool 
of opinions connected to dutch fashion from an expert 
point of view with the goal to get an idea what peo-
ple ‘in the know’ actually mean by dutch fashion and 
whether there are overlaps in their choices. on the oth-
er hand, by asking the respondents to indicate the mo-
tivation behind their picks, i sought to distil a number 
of underlying values and connotations that run in sync 
with what is referred to as being dutch at a more gen-
eral level. it goes without saying that if it is possible 
to identify defining features of dutch fashion, they will 
become manifest not only in visual or aesthetic terms 
but will also reflect local culture in some way.
 every country has its peculiarities – in terms of 
clothing culture and otherwise. the way we relate the 
dutch mode of dress (but also the north american 
and scandinavian, for example) to more casual and re-
laxed styles, is not an arbitrary occurrence, but a prod-
uct of the predominant model of social intercourse. a 
national style or fashion identity is not only a reflec-
tion of what a country’s inhabitants look like but has 
recourse to a specific mentality as well: a link between 
the implicit cultural values and their explicit material 
expression in the form of national (sometimes even re-
gional) fashion styles. insomuch as local fashion mate-
rialises as part of a country-specific attitude or lifestyle 
it is something that can be analysed and looked into 
as part of the cultural discourse. dutch fashion, there-
fore, is understood here as part of the country’s visual 
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even conflicting) agenda. schaap is right to observe 
that any possible answer would require a nuanced and 
distinguished view to pay tribute to the inherent com-
plexity of the subject. in spite of its relative smallness, 
the netherlands have in fact a flourishing and well-de-
veloped fashion industry with a variety of styles in its 
slipstream.
 when it comes to topical research on the subject, 
we find that for a long time pointers have been put to 
one specific moment in dutch history – the modern-
ist, clean aesthetics of post-war holland – that many 
have accepted as the country’s predominant fashion 
narrative (teunissen and van Zijl 2000; teunissen 
2006). there is no denying that modernist heritage 
has had a strong impact on dutch design (fashion and 
otherwise) in a variety of ways and continues to be a 
crucial element to this day. still, to rely exclusively on 
this narrative seems to be insufficient to account for 
dutch fashion in all its diversity. because of this rea-
son researchers have started to explore alternative ap-
proaches in recent years as well, attempting to make 
sense of a tradition in dutch fashion that dates back to 
the 17th century, trailing a smorgasbord of influences 
from bright colour, to animate patterns, to local folk 
and costume traditions (Jacobs 2011c: 20-21; feitsma 
2011a, 2012b). extending the scope of analysis into this 
direction means we are faced with a wider variety of 
conceptions. some points of interest that filter into the 
discussion are questions like:
 What different components actually play a role in 

discussions about Dutch fashion? In what way do 
they qualify as typically Dutch and why? How to 
make sense of different, and sometimes conflicting, 
appropriations of the term?

the panel sought to respond to some of these ques-
tions. summarising the brands and descriptions given 
by the experts, table 5.1 gives an overview of the re-
sults, with the brands being ranked according to fre-
quency of mentions and the most pertinent attributes 
respondents connected to each of them.

table 5.1 presents the results in a way that is sup-
posed to give an impression of the general response 
pattern and the most pertinent aspects involved in 
the discussion. we can identify certain parallels across 
a number of brands, with elements like conceptual-
ity, commercial ambition, colours, or price-quality per-
formance surfacing with some regularity. interestingly 
enough, not a single respondent connected dutch 
fashion to stereotypical folkloristic themes like clogs, 
windmills, or tulips that at times, somewhat incor-
rectly, are said to represent distinctive features of the 
local clothing culture. it is certainly true that a number 
of dutch designers – notably alexander van slobbe, 
francisco van benthum, and truus and riet spijkers 
of spijkers en spijkers – have used these and similar 

themes to add an ironic twist to their designs in more 
than one instance, but it would be wrong to conclude 
that they are the defining features of the dutch fashion 
landscape as a whole.
 seeking to summarise these aspects in a more 
comprehensive manner, table 5.� presents the find-
ings in a cluster of six. each of the subgroups stands 
for a combination of clothing style and business ap-
proach (that frequently go hand in hand). so, the 
brands listed below are grouped according to visual 
and stylistic cues but also include a commercial point 
of view (segment, pricing, retail concept, company size, 
level of business expansion).

 
types oF branDs • 1 alexander van slobbe, klavers 
van engelen, viktor & rolf, iris van herpen • � sand-
wich, turnover, stills, vanilia, Claudia sträter, bandolera, 
expresso, Just b., aaiko, state of art • � g-star, gsus, 
scotch & soda • � bas kosters, People of the labyrinths, 
fong leng, Corakemperman • 5 imps & elfs, oilily, the 
rag • 6 gaastra, brunotti, Protest, falcon, agu sport

table 5.� results Clustered 
by subgrouPs and brand tyPes

in group 1 we find labels like viktor & rolf, alexander 
van slobbe, klavers van engelen, and iris van her-
pen, all of which represent the local fashion scene in 
its purest and most pronounced form. other notable 
examples include spijkers en spijkers, Pascale gatzen, 
Jan taminiau, or saskia van drimmelen’s collaborative 
project ‘Painted’. across the total sum of responses 
we can identify commonalities like minimalism, crafts-
manship and, predominantly, conceptuality. Consist-
ently developing designs based on a single idea, the 
common point of departure is the elaboration of one 
specific theme that surfaces across the entire collec-
tion in different forms. viktor & rolf, for instance, are 
well known for their coherent corporate signature (e.g. 
show invites, perfume bottles, logo, or the now-defunct 
milan store) and artistic take on contemporary fashion 
design. alexander van slobbe’s imprint, by contrast, 
focuses on the material aspects of clothing design by 
incorporating constructivist principles as conceptual 
properties of the design process. iris van herpen and 
klavers van engelen’s designs come from the same 
direction, yet with a focus on experimentation and 
manufacturing technology. a crucial ingredient of these 
designers’ repertoires is the fusion of tradition, crafts-
manship, and cutting-edge technology, leading to prod-
ucts that are inspired by industrial processes (e.g. CnC 
sheet metal laser cutting) and that allude to dutch tra-
ditional style in innovative and sometimes radical ways. 
in this case conceptuality relates to a technologically 
driven process that determines the material aspects 
and appearance of the final product.
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table 5.1 results eXPert Panel (# = number of mentions)

1 g-star • # 10 • values mass product with a 
distinct brand identity; clearly defined market-
ing/branding strategy; international orientation; 
(hyper)commercial; business acumen; streetwise; 
innovative; product quality; ‘sophisticated casual’; 
‘dutch denim’

� sanDwIch/turnover • # 8 • values Quick 
response to emerging trends/market climate; 
open-minded; commercially driven; international; 
feminine; no-nonsense design; mid-market; ver-
satile; care-free and good quality; broad consumer 
profile; value for money; representative

�a vIktor & rolF • # 5 • values Conceptual; co-
herent design/brand(ing) strategy; artistic; head-
strong; design-driven and somewhat unrefined

�b alexanDer van slobbe • # 5 • values mini-
malist and modernist design approach; clean 
shapes; conceptual; academic; intellectual

�a marlIes Dekkers • # 4 • values international 
entrepreneurship; emancipated image of women; 
no-frills aesthetics; geometry; daring and original 
product

�b just b • # 4 • values innovative; smart brand 
com munication; recognisable style and marketing; 
mid-market with a twist; strong commercial drive; 
feminine

�c Imps en elFs • # 4 • values trailblazer in de-
sign-driven children’s wear; freethinking and crea-
tive; trend setting; sustainable; practical; concep-
tual; no-nonsense

�D klavers van engelen • # 4 • values Con-
ceptual; refined; minimal; focused on construction 
and inner structure(s) of garments

5a IrIs van herpen • # 3 • values Craftsmanship 
applied to cutting-edge fashion; driven by tech-
nique and (material) experimentation; influenced 
by industrial design; uncompromising; conceptual

5b bas kosters • # 3 • values Colourful; free; 
‘maladjusted’; non-commercial; visionary; freedom 
of creation; inspiring; in-your-face patterns and col-
ours; theatrical; labour-/craft-intensive product 

5c oIlIly • # 3 • values Colourful; informal; free-
thinking; recognisable

5D mart vIsser • # 3 • values Commercial; de-
sign for the masses; mass premium; dutch cou-
ture; media puffery; uninnovative; commercially 
successful; traditional

5e c&a • # 3 • values affordable ready-to-wear 
clothing; accessible; in-house collections; remotely 
fashionable; wide reach; mass product 

5F gaastra • # 3 • values dutch sportswear; qual-
ity; functional

5g clauDIa sträter • # 3 • values Consistent 
representative style; unique position in women’s 
ready-to-wear market; luxurious appearance yet 
affordable; business basics; good price-quality per-
formance; clear trademark look (cut/use of colour)

6a vanIlIa • # 2 • values Commercial; premium 
mid-market women’s wear; representative; recog-
nisable signature style; good price-quality perform-
ance; fabric quality; easy-care; basics; colours

6b hans ubbInk • # 2 • values innovative; com-
mercial; geared to the dutch menswear market

6c suIt supply • # 2 • values Commercial ambi-
tion combined with a feel for fashion and clever 
marketing; value for money; tasteful style for the 
common man; dutch business; good service; en-
trepreneurial

6D gsus • # 2 • values distinguished by creativ-
ity; international; unique take on contemporary 
streetwear

6e ZenggI • # 2 • values femininity; pioneer 
in smart online retailing concepts; good design 
paired with fairly aggressive e-commerce; for the 
fashion conscious and well-to-do woman

6F saskIa van DrImmelen • # 2 • values Con-
ceptual; moulage; craftsmanship; minimalist; col-
laboration with many different designers

6g marcha huskes • # 2 • values Conceptual; 
restrained

7 others • # 1 • values aaiko; Pauw; mcgregor; 
kattenburg; stijlgroep groningen; van gils; berg-
haus; frans molenaar; soap studio; the sting; 
geisha Jeans; Cool Cat; rags industry; anna scott; 
bandolera; expresso; brunotti; Protest; falcon; 
hema; sissy boy; wouters & hendrix; humanoid; 
shoeby; francisco van benthum; Jeroen van tuyl; 
Puck & hans; monique van heist (hello fashion); 
fong leng; state of art; agu sport; Jan taminiau; 
g+n; avelon; mexx; denham; blue blood; de 
bijenkorf; summum; People of the labyrinths; 
Corakemperman; koos van den akker; mattijs van 
bergen; scotch & soda



5.� connectIng the Dots

based on the experts’ descriptions, the previous sec-
tion sought to synthesise the findings according to 
different segments and types of product. across the 
complete range of responses a number of common 
features were identified, amongst them entrepreneuri-
alism and international market orientation, conceptual-
ity, colour, innovation, and product originality. it goes 
without saying that the brands listed here are merely 
examples of certain tendencies that prevail in the 
dutch fashion industry, with each of them representing 
a smaller or greater number of enterprises operating in 
the same segment with roughly the same variables.
 in order to assess the information in a more global 
way, i shifted the main focus from individual units to-
wards emerging patterns in the next step, with the aim 
to identify a number of tendencies in the wider ballpark 
of the subject. my goal was to put into perspective the 
pool of expert opinions and present a possible reading 
of different aspects brought up during the discussion. 
methodologically speaking, the full range of responses 
was coded according to recurrent aspects such as ‘min-
imalist’, ‘conceptual’, ‘denim’, ‘commercial’, ‘colourful’, 
or ‘innovative’. these keywords, in turn, functioned as 
indices for overarching themes concerning dutch fash-
ion, which in many instances also have a connection to 
dutch culture at a more general level. by clustering the 
findings into different categories, a thread of common 

features was created for each category in order to show 
points of connection in the overall response pattern. 
from the analysis four subcategories emerged that 
are indicative of different, in some cases overlapping, 
characteristics of dutch fashion. these are distin-
guished from the six types of brands discussed earlier 
insomuch as each of them illustrates a different side of 
dutch fashion, while their very sum represents a gen-
eral image of the dutch fashion landscape as a whole. 
the categories take their cues not so much from an 
industrial or brand-related point of view but assume a 
more comprehensive and encompassing vision. FIg 
5.1 presents an approximation of the findings accord-
ing to four dimensions.

starting clockwise at the top, a commercially marginal 
yet important part of the dutch fashion industry is 
Modernist Design with a Twist, which roughly equals 
group 1 of the previous paragraph. as we have seen, 
there are three determining themes in this category: 
conceptuality, modernist heritage, and craftsmanship. 
furthermore, it is characterised by an approach that 
seeks to innovate through re-invention and re-concep-
tualisation. what we find is that high fashion in the 
netherlands oftentimes works by re-appropriating the 
well-known to great effect through experimentation 
and creative freedom. the result is a pared-down type 
of garment ‘with a twist’; i.e., deceptively simple items 
with an edge, realised either through technical features 

the firms in group 2, amongst them vanilia, sandwich, 
Claudia sträter, and Just b., all cater to the established 
(women’s) middle market with a mix of refined and ec-
lectic looks. versatility is key to the product proposition; 
i.e., clothes that are at once representative and busi-
ness-like, fashion oriented and easy to combine. some 
of the companies seek to distinguish themselves as 
suppliers of more fashion-forward clothing styles. Just 
b. tries to fortify this ambition through a project called 
‘turning talent into business’ that allows up-and-
coming designers to intern at the brand and design a 
six-piece capsule collection that is later retailed in the 
shops. Claudia sträter opted for a similar approach 
when collaborating with high-end designers spijkers en 
spijkers and Jan taminiau. aaiko, too, recently teamed 
up with young dutch designer mattijs van bergen un-
der the exclusive label ‘aaiko loves mattijs’. each brand 
in this category is defined by an approach that is con-
sistently mid-market in scope and a range of products 
that is partly devoted to genteel and up-to-the-minute 
fashion pieces and partly runs a more understated and 
business-oriented style. Commercially speaking, en-
trepreneurial spirit and business acumen form crucial 
ingredients of the formula, with retail concepts that are 
geared towards diverse audiences and age groups.
 in group 3 we find firms for who branding and 
product diversification form key aspects of the market 
appearance. g-star, gsus, or scotch & soda are all sup-
pliers of mid-market denim products and casual wear. 
at the heart of the brand proposition are accessibility, 
clever marketing puffery, and international franchising 
agreements. scotch & soda, for example, has been 
expanding rapidly in recent years and now maintains 
multiple outlets in 32 countries and an even larger 
number of franchise and shop-in-shop concepts across 
the globe. gsus and g-star are distinguished, not only 
by a product range that cleverly negotiates between in-
novative, trend-savvy no-nonsense street styles and up-
to-the-minute fashion pieces, but also by their distinct 
marketing strategies. next to international scope and 
ambition, defining features of this company type are 
accessible and innovative products, commercial drive, 
and astute marketing tactics.
 brands in group 4, amongst them Corakemper-
man, People of the labyrinths (Potl), oilily, koos van 
den akker, or fong leng, do not epitomise conceptuali-
ty and clean aesthetics, but a colourful and upbeat look 
that takes its cues from pop and hippie culture as well 
as traditional dutch costume. an extreme example, the 
work of young designer bas kosters represents a blue-
print of this style: maximalist and somewhat irreverent, 
his designs are rich in colour and detail, feature loud 
and edgy patterns, and take inspiration from cartoons 
and Pop art, the circus world and children’s dolls. his 
clothes articulate freedom of creation, power of expres-
sion, as well as a bold sense of humour and the ironic 
exploitation (or bending) of creative references. at the 

more commercial end, companies like Corakemper-
man or People of the labyrinth have occupied unique 
positions in the dutch fashion industry for many years. 
founded in 1996, Corakemperman’s aesthetic lineage 
dates back more than 30 years when the firm’s epony-
mous head designer created some of the definitive 
looks of the 1970s and 1980s for P & C spin-off mac & 
maggie. People of the labyrinth, in a similar vein, has 
been a favourite with a conspicuously flamboyant audi-
ence for more than 25 years, boasting multiple points of 
sale in 19 countries including Japan, China, south afri-
ca, and the usa, and a product range that includes eve-
rything from clothes to crockery, home accessories and 
stationary goods. interestingly, this alternative tradition 
in dutch fashion has started to receive some more criti-
cal attention in academic discourse only recently and it 
is a shared ambition of this project to further explore its 
multiple dimensions (Jacobs 2011c; feitsma 2012b).
 group 5, too, holds a special position in the sense 
that the netherlands have been a creative and eco-
nomic force in the childrenswear industry for many 
years. oilily and imps en elfs have been key forces in 
the emerging market for ‘kids fashion’ that is distin-
guishable from regular childrenswear in the sense that 
it engenders and translates global trends and zeitgeist 
for a young audience. brands in this category stand 
for a type of clothing that is described by the experts 
as freethinking and creative, colourful and practical, 
innovative and playful. also important are the firms’ 
branding concepts. oilily was a trailblazer in exploring 
consumer intelligence in the early 1980s, when they 
established a customer club and customer magazine 
and turned their audience into a key ingredient of the 
brand’s strategic and operative set-up. imps en elfs, 
from a different angle, innovated the market for kids 
fashion by making children’s physique and proportions 
the fulcrum of the branding formula and combining it 
with a playful and inspired market appearance.
 group 6 covers the wide variety of sportswear la-
bels in the dutch fashion industry. for labels like gaas-
tra or falcon functionality is key to the brand proposi-
tion. Critical to their market approach are the use of 
innovative (techno) fabrics and a detailed composition 
of the garment, as well as the ability to merge sports 
clothing with a casual trendy look, thereby elevating 
the products from functional to lifestyle items. Con-
ceived for a wide range of purposes, versatility forms 
a key ingredient to success as it broadens the scope 
of possible target audiences. for example Protest, a 
staple in the international winter sports scene, boasts 
a product range that stretches from technically driven 
boardwear to a collection of street fashion items, com-
plete with sweaters/hoodies, t-shirts, jackets, jeans, 
and accessories. representing a market hybrid at the 
intersection of two oftentimes separate domains, these 
companies bridge the gap between leisure wear and 
functional, goal-oriented attire products.
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FIg 5.1 the four faCes of dutCh fashion
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Coming back to a clothing context, kuipers claims that 
the bicycle is ‘incompatible with bodily status ornamen-
tations, such as stylish clothing’ (ibid: 8). in my book 
that is not exactly true. stylish clothes are actually not 
anathema to the dutch. rather, they put a premium on 
the fact that they are not only stylish but also practi-
cal. in contrast to countries like france or italy where, 
depending on the occasion, changing clothes several 
times a day is a common ritual, the dutch prefer their 
wardrobe to be flexible and accommodating. a piece 
of clothing needs to be suited for all different kinds 
of daily activities. says Chananja baars (cited in Vogel-
vrijeFietser 2012: 34; my translation), store manager of 
the luxury store Coming soon in arnhem, 
 ‘It’s incredible, really. You see that a skirt just looks 

fantastic on a woman but in the end she is still not 
going to buy it. [The dialogue would probably look 
like this:]

– “When would I wear it?”
– “Well, how about today?”
– “But I’m about to go shopping now.”’

the example is telling if we want to understand how 
dutch fashion culture distinguishes itself from other 
countries in terms of supply and demand. Coming 
soon is arguably an upscale retail concept stocking 
mostly high-end products, and it is understandable 
that blue-chip fashion pieces (probably also in other 
countries) are not the first choice to do groceries in at 
the market. the general principle, however, applies to 
virtually every area of fashion retail in the netherlands, 
regardless of segment and pricing: first and foremost 
clothes have to be casual and low-maintenance. that, 
to be sure, does not rule out the possibility to look 
fashionable or be up-to-date. rather, it is a matter of 
priorities. unlike a few decades ago when many local 
fashion designers did not work with a clear target au-
dience in mind, nowadays a number of young design-
ers take the ruling demands of dutch consumers into 
account. Chananja baars (ibid: 36; my translation) in 
this context uses the bicycle metaphor as a reference to 
explain how many designers have come to understand 
the local penchant for comfort as a constraint, but as a 
way to devise a certain style: ‘for instance, they [i.e., the 
designers] design a dress whose upper part is made of 
silk whereas the skirt-part is made of tricot fabric, so it 
allows consumers to cycle in it.’

5.5 conclusIon

what has this account delivered? at the beginning 
of the chapter, the project’s main constituents were 
 explained with the aim to provide an understanding 
of the premises and main points of departure. these, 
in turn, were to provide the background for an intima-
tion of dutch fashion in the form of an expert view. the 

 reason to opt for this strategy was to present an idea 
of what dutch fashion means within the context of this 
study. the definitions given here are by no means ex-
haustive or definite: the main goal was to throw a bone 
for further discussion and present a sketch of a number 
of aspects connected to dutch fashion.
 expounding the problems of (an assumed) dutch 
fashion identity, the effort produced three main results. 
first, the enquiry presented an overview of brands that 
are considered typical for the dutch fashion industry. 
here, the aim was to single out a number of critical 
players who, in sum, reflect the local fashion landscape 
in its diversity. second, pointers were put to typically 
dutch values that are connected to these brands, which 
were then categorised according to six distinct groups. 
third, the combination of brands and values was syn-
thesised and clustered according to four dimensions 
with the aim to summarise the findings and present 
the dutch fashion industry’s main constituents in an 
integrated manner. all these points come together in 
what i called the ‘bicycle factor’: irrespective of seg-
ment or style, in the majority of cases dutch clothing 
is a compromise between comfort and practicality, as 
well as between stylish and casual looks.

5.6 up to the case stuDIes

as we have seen, the local fashion landscape is defined 
by a number of common values. all of them surface 
in different ways across segments, market approaches, 
and target groups. therefore, the four faces of dutch 
fashion not only represent a summary of the industry’s 
hallmark features, but they also informed the choice of 
case studies in this research. in an attempt to cover 
the local fashion landscape in its diversity, the cases 
i am studying are an exploration and analysis of each 
dimension.

1. to form an understanding of the workings at play 
in Modernist Design with a Twist spijkers en spijk-
ers was chosen as an example of an internation-
ally successful company. a study in conceptuality, 
colour, form, and visual experimentation, the firm 
is marked by a number of critical aspects that sur-
faced during the discussion in the chapter.

2. based on the results from the expert panel g-star 
was chosen as an obvious (but no less interesting) 
example of Sophisticated Casual. i considered the 
brand’s combination of fashion-forward designs 
on the one hand and mass denim/casual products 
on the other an interesting case in the context of 
market orientation and consumer appeal within 
the dutch fashion industry.

3. Wild Design will be explored with the example of 
Corakemperman, a company that is defined by a 
dashing colourful signature style, as well as by a 
special approach to the market. the combination 

or a conceptual take on design (or a combination of 
the two). the netherlands cannot compare their own 
luxury firms with superbrands like gucci, armani, or 
hermès. with a lesser commercial impact, their rel-
evance is vindicated by artistic accomplishment, inde-
pendence, and high levels of creative freedom, which 
all inform the dutch fashion industry as a whole, so it 
reflects and articulates seminal aspects of the indus-
try’s definitive vocabulary.
 Wild Design (group 4+5) takes its name from an 
alternative tradition in dutch fashion that is charac-
terised by a colourful and outgoing register. the word 
‘wild’ refers not only to an alternative take on dutch 
fashion, but connects it also to a sense of playfulness 
and irreverence that are characteristics of dutch culture 
in general. taking its cues from a wide variety of sourc-
es, such as dutch folklore and costume, hippie culture, 
postmodernity, or the country’s colonial past, wild de-
sign is experimental and at times haphazard, plays with 
volumes and shapes, dashes of colour and pattern. the 
combination of these aspects produces a dialogue be-
tween tradition and innovation, the well-known and the 
foreign, polyvalence and creative freedom.
 Sophisticated Casual (group 3+6) stands for a part 
of dutch fashion identity which combines innovative 
(street) fashion-inspired looks with entrepreneurial 
spirit and brand savviness. a distinguishing feature of 
this category is the very way in which companies are 
positioned in the market: frequently accomplished by a 
mix of alternative marketing strategies and hyper-com-
mercial market orientation with nationwide points of 
sale, the branding formula is geared towards a plural-
ity of fashion economies and resonates with universal 
demands. fittingly, the product range in the majority 
of cases is comprised of sportswear basics (t-shirts, 
sweaters etc.) and trend-inspired, edgy garments 
in the firms’ signature style. furthermore, the use of 
denim represents an important theme in this context. 
Perennially striving for product innovation and new ap-
proaches to fabric treatments, the netherlands have a 
longstanding tradition in denim fashion that resonates 
with attributes like esprit, humour, relaxed manner, and 
a ‘blue’ lifestyle (feitsma 2012a).
 as a last category, Stylish Mid-Market is defined 
by a combination of representative and innovative 
looks that is showcased and brought to the market in 
interesting and inspired formats. generalists in their 
product range, brands in this category loom large with 
versatility and flexibility, hence seeking to cover large 
shares of the market. Part of the collection might be 
business oriented, another part composed of basics, 
and yet another might focus on more stately pieces. 
in spite of their mid-range position certain enterprises 
devote part of their collection to cutting-edge clothing 
styles, which adds more fashion cachet to the brand 
proposition. the combination of an original corporate 
identity, an informed communication strategy, and an 

established market position warrants a good balance 
between accessibility and exclusivity, up-to-the-minute 
fashion and business wear.
 it is important to note that none of the categories 
exists in isolation. in fact, they cross-fertilise each other 
and in some cases even overlap. Sophisticated Casual, 
for instance, has points of connection with Wild Design 
insomuch as the bright colour schemes and animate 
patterns of the latter inform commercial street styles. 
Stylish Mid-Market shares ties with Modernist Design 
with a Twist to the extent that the underlying register 
of sober and inspired looks is adopted and converted 
into a mass-market product for the high street. the 
same applies to Sophisticated Casual that in certain in-
stances takes on a number of characteristics we also 
see in the high-ticket market, such as a moderate yet 
distinguished look, attention to detail, and unexpected 
combinations – a ‘twist’, as it were. similarly, Stylish 
Mid-Market and Sophisticated Casual have a number 
of features in common: both are driven by commercial 
ambition and a diverse and innovative product cata-
logue, both gear their products to a large and heteroge-
neous audience group. in fact, all brands might cross-
pollinate and pick certain hints of a season or style 
from each other. Consequently, the main difference is 
that target audience and retail profile are different in 
their constituents and focus.
 in all their diversity there is but one criterion which 
connects all four dimensions: above all, the dutch put 
a premium on comfort and versatility when it comes 
to their preferred clothing choices. regardless of price 
or segment, garments need to feel comfortable, allow 
for maximum versatility, and should be easy-care. on 
a more general level it comes down to what might be 
referred to as the ‘bicycle factor’. a piece of clothing 
needs to qualify all at once for easy bike rides through 
the city, picking up children from school, meeting 
friends at a local bar, or a working day at the office.
 in chapter � i referred to ‘national habitus’ as a 
set of tacit elements that distinguish one country from 
the other. kuipers (2012) explores this aspect with re-
spect to the dutch cycling culture and the degree to 
which the bicycle is far more than a means of trans-
port: not only a characteristic that reflects local culture, 
she also argues that the bicycle in dutch culture has 
made the transition from unself-conscious habit to 
‘self-conscious lifestyle’. as she contends:
 ‘All Dutch are embedded in a network of conven-

tions, habits and practices to do with cycling that 
are felt to be self-evident. If you want to go some-
where you just take the bike. Everybody cycles. You 
wouldn’t know any better. In Dutch cities the unit 
of distance is the cycling minute, even in real estate 
brochures. The history has been forgotten because 
cycling has become second nature’ (ibid: 9).
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of a recognisable and outspoken product and an 
interesting brand proposition illustrates certain as-
pects brought up in the discussion over the previ-
ous sections.

4. vanilia was chosen as an example of the dutch 
Women’s Mid-Market industry. with a history in 
basics and business wear, the firm has increas-
ingly developed into a lifestyle brand during the 
past couple of years, with a distinct product range 
and customer profile. facilitating an understand-
ing of seminal aspects in the brand proposition, 
the firm’s product mix of fashion-forward signature 
styles and understated business clothing stands 
for a wide range of dutch mid-range women’s 
wear.

as explained in chapter �, each of these cases has 
been studied extensively. nevertheless, it is worth men-
tioning that the research opportunities were quite differ-
ent for each of the individual studies. Corakemperman 
and vanilia both readily volunteered to collaborate on 
the project and they both deserve my appreciation and 
respect for allowing me access to their shops, sched-
uling longer and shorter interviews, and contributing 
to a pleasant way of working in general. the same is 
true for truus and riet spijkers of spijkers en spijkers. 
however, due to the fact that the designers do not have 
an outlet of their own and most of their business takes 
place abroad, i had to approach the firm from a differ-
ent angle. not being able to do participant observation 
or interviews with consumers, the research is based on 
a two-hour in-depth interview with the designers, field 
work together with the designers in iasi (romania)3, 
interviews with shop owners stocking their products, 
an extensive literature study (articles and interviews), 
and the monograph Spijkers en Spijkers (teunissen and 
van der voet 2011). sadly, g-star refused any kind of 
cooperation. due to the brand’s international renown 
and interesting market position i decided to approach 
it from outside and do questionnaires with consumers 
in front of the shops rather than inside. in this case as 
well, the results were complemented by an extensive 
literature study in order to put the findings in perspec-
tive and arrive at a nuanced understanding of the rela-
tionship between brand and consumers.

3 as part of the organza Project, i was fortunate to travel to 
iasi in romania with truus and riet spijkers and some other 
designers. the goal of the trip was to explore new manufac-
turing opportunities and get a first-hand experience of the dif-
ferent parameters that play a role in the assessment of quality 
when selecting manufacturers to which one could outsource 
the production of (high-quality) fashion products.
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